Win A Rainbow Watch
Posted Dec 8th 2008 12:02PM by Deidre Woollard
Filed under: Timepieces

It's hard out there lately. Bad news at every turn. Ready for
something cheerful? How about strapping a rainbow to your
wrist. The Rainbow Watch provides an ever changing crystal
display as the hours pass. It's new in this country and European
Watch Group recently sent me the Extravaganza Crystal Gamma
(EX44‐SW‐ga) so I could try it out for myself. The watch has a
white snake leather strap and this version has a stainless steel
case decorated with 293 single set Swarovski crystals. The
movement is automatic and the watch is solid and substantial on
the wrist. But of course the best part is the color display, slow
subtle gradient shifts of color are determined by the minute hand
which brings a slow swoop of color that changes the three colored
areas of the face. The crystal watch is a new model that hasn't
been released yet but Jewelry Television has a couple of other cool
versions which are currently available. The crystal version can
also be ordered customized with white gold case and also with real
diamonds or other precious stones. The display is far more subtle
than it looks in the website pictures so I snapped my own of the
watch which is shown at right. This is one fun watch and this
crystal version is according to distributor European Watch Group,
this one isn't for sale in the U.S. yet making it a truly unusual
piece to own.
I'm giving away this watch at random to anyone who leaves a
comment below. Just leave a confirmed comment telling me why
you need a rainbow on your wrist.
Some other important details:

* To enter, leave a confirmed comment below telling me why you need a rainbow on your wrist.
* The comment must be left and confirmed before Friday, December 12 2008 at 5:00PM Eastern Time.
* You may only enter once.
* One winner will be selected in a random drawing.
* One winner will receive the Rainbow Watch, valued at $999.
* Open to legal residents of the 50 United States, the District of Columbia who are 18 and older

